
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of senior
technical program manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior technical program manager

Manage the formulation and ongoing tracking of each project
Assist with the development of reports, and the loading and configuration of
demonstration data and systems and productivity metrics and resource
planning
Drive Program Execution - Provide strong leadership to globally dispersed
cross functional teams with uncompromising drive to meet program targets
Deliver hardware into factory for turn and follow hardware pm processes
Drive Core Teams, managers, tech leads, and other cross-functional leads to
identify and unblock issues, track and resolve cross-team dependencies, to
repeatedly deliver quality software products on time and with a high level of
quality
Work with team leads, developers, QA engineers, and others to ensure that
hand-offs between teams are transferred with clear responsibilities,
ownership, and delivery expectations
Ensure continuous, informed and transparent status updates of ongoing
initiatives across the organization
Working with the Director of Program Management and other Program
Managers to research, advise, define, create, and successfully roll out new
and updated processes to best-fit our teams and business needs
Align with the engineering teams to collaborate on the feature lifecycle for
innovative analytics technology from strategic planning, feature definition,
through execution and go-to-market strategies

Example of Senior Technical Program Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for senior technical program manager

You can deal with ambiguity
Experience working with Internet technologies or protocols such as DNS,
HTTP, TCP/IP
Track record for meticulous planning, follow-up, and organizational skills
Experience with an e-commerce company or financial software is a plus
Bachelor’s degree or 10+ years related experience and/or training
Demonstrated ability to succeed and thrive in a dynamic fast paced
environment and will not be hindered by ambiguity or competing priorities


